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Welcome to “Empower”, the third manual in our four-part 
series on Matching Government-Assisted Refugee Newcomers 
with Volunteer Welcome Groups. 

The purpose of the manual is to support Welcome Group volunteers in helping 
Government-Assisted Refugee (GAR) newcomers begin the process of finding 
work, access training and accreditation, understand the importance of volun-
teerism and civic engagement, and understand basic rights and responsibilities 
as next steps along the journey toward long-term integration. 
 
While finding meaningful work is crucial for integration, most GAR newcomers 
will not gain employment in their first year of settlement, and will likely not gain 
financial independence for a few years thereafter. Welcome Groups can help 
their matched households understand their position in the labour market and 
help ensure they are making the best use of available supports and training.
 
We encourage Welcome Groups to revisit the concepts from earlier in this 
series, and remember that the desired outcome is to foster autonomy and 
empowerment. Helping with decisions around employment and finances 
should be based on informed consent and be sensitive to potential sources  
of vulnerability. The ultimate goal is to help foster long-term integration,  
which is a broad and multi-year process.

About the Manual
After the first few months of settlement, many GAR households will begin to 
consider their plans for employment, training and accreditation, and financial 
prospects after the first year given the 12 month limit on government financial 
support. In fact, the Resettlement Assistance Program (RAP) Manual states that 
GAR newcomers are responsible for seeking employment within the first year  
of settlement. However, devoting time to finding work comes with consequential 
and often difficult trade-offs.  Welcome Groups can help GAR families consider 
the balance between seeking immediate employment versus focusing on 
language acquisition and general first year settlement needs.
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Statistics show that it is very likely that GAR adults will not find employment in 
the first year. However, Welcome Groups can play a crucial role in helping lay 
the groundwork for eventual employment. The goal of this manual is to help 
Welcome Group volunteers understand prospects for employment, but also 
help to build integration potential through understanding the scope of employ-
ment supports available to newcomers, fostering volunteerism and civic 
engagement, understanding rights as Permanent Residents, and fostering 
empowerment of women and youth.

Employment Opportunities & Prospects / Section 1 describes 
the general statistics and figures for GAR employment, regulations for work 
under RAP, newcomer-focused employment organizations, job training, and 
grant and loan programs.

Skills-Building & Accreditation / Section 2 details some of the 
processes of accreditation, degree recognition, and skill-building opportunities 
and challenges for refugee newcomers.

Volunteering & Civic Engagement / Section 3 describes the 
importance of volunteerism for integration prospects, how it can help GAR 
newcomers build Canadian experience, and how Welcome Groups can play  
an active part in the process.

Rights & Empowerment / Section 4 deals with rights and empowerment 
in general, with a particular focus on empowerment for refugee youth and 
women, who are distinctly at-risk and marginalized.  

Welcome Groups can play a crucial role in helping 
lay the groundwork for eventual employment. 
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GAR Employment Prospects
Early employment for refugee newcomers is correlated with long-term econom-
ic success.[1] Since 2002, GAR newcomers typically have lower economic out-
comes than Privately-Sponsored Refugee (PSR) counterparts. The reasons for 
this have to do both with their social capital (education levels, numeracy and 
literacy, vulnerability, etc.) and with their access to social networks upon arrival.  
 
Unfortunately, Government of Canada statistics show that only 10% of GAR new-
comers find full-time employment by the end of the first year. Less than 50% 
report any earnings in year 1. Thus while some might undertake part-time work, 
language barriers and low social capital mean they most likely will not find 
full-time employment or secure employment. These weak employment out-
comes can have long-term impacts, but the situation for GARs is complicated by 
low overall social capital and language abilities.
 
Many settlement service providers organizations (SPOs) recommend that GAR 
newcomers instead focus their first year on settling and learning English so as to 
lay the basis for labour market integration. However, self-subsistence is import-
ant to all of us as a source of empowerment, and the level of financial assistance 
GAR newcomers receive under the Resettlement Assistance Program (RAP) 
often means they live month-to-month without any savings. 

Section 1  Employment Opportunities 
and Prospects
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RAP & Income Clawbacks 
If a GAR newcomer’s income in their first year of settlement exceeds  
the 50% of their government monthly allowance, then all funds over  
that amount will be deducted on a dollar-for-dollar basis. Commonly 
referred to as a “clawback”, this deduction can include things like living 
allowances as part of a scholarship or bursary, or training allowances 
under Enhanced Language Training. Clawbacks do not apply to academic 
scholarships. This makes seeking other opportunities somewhat  
complicated, and Welcome Groups can help GAR newcomers sort out 
some of the complex decisions in consultation with an SPO caseworker.
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Employment Regulations under RAP
The RAP manual states that GAR newcomers are eligible for financial assistance 
for 12 months or “until the client has sufficient income and resources to provide 
for themselves – whichever comes first.” In practice most GAR newcomers make 
use of the full 12 months of support. GAR newcomers may undertake employ-
ment in the first 12 months, but as with other social assistance, RAP includes an 
“additional income incentive threshold” of 50%. This means that GAR Principal 
Applicants (individuals) or Heads of Family can earn up to 50% (net, meaning 
minus tax and payroll deductions) of their RAP income support without it being 
deducted from their financial support. 
 
In case of complicated situations we recommend familiarizing yourself with the 
full RAP manual, available at: http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/resources/manuals/ip/
ip03-part2-eng.pdf. 

Newcomer-Focused Employment Organizations
Welcome Group volunteers should not try to assume the entire responsibility of 
helping GAR newcomers work through employment prospects. Cities across 
Ontario have specialized newcomer-focused employment organizations with 
decades of experience. They often have access to staff who speak newcomers’ 
native languages, as well as sector-specific bridging and language training 
programs. In many cases, employment services are provided through settlement 
SPOs. Welcome Groups should liaise with settlement SPOs staff and make 
themselves familiar with websites like Settlement.org to look for alternate 
employment organizations beyond the newcomers’ RAP SPOs.
 
Employment Ontario (https://www.ontario.ca/page/employment-ontario) is the 
province-wide, government-funded, community-based employment support 

Labour Market Integration and Informal Employment 
Some GAR newcomers undertake informal work during the first year of 
settlement to supplement their monthly income. If appropriate, Welcome 
Group volunteers should explain to their matched newcomers the 
disadvantages of undertaking informal work during the first year of 
settlement, as it can distract them from their language study and lead 
them to getting “stuck” in informal labour. Welcome Groups should 
always encourage their matches to develop their employability skills, 
specifically with the English language, as this increases their chances of 
finding better formal employment opportunities.
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program. Employment Ontario can 
help newcomers get the training, skills 
and experience they need to achieve 
their goals. They connect job-seekers 
with employers, and have locations 
across the province to help with job 
searches and employment and training 
opportunities. Their centres include a 
range of services, and many of them 
have specialized expertise with new-
comer communities. 

Welcome Groups should familiarize 
themselves with the federally funded 
“Job Search Workshops” (JSW) pro-
gram. The JSW program is all about 
helping newcomers and international-
ly-trained professionals to better 
understand the next steps of their job 
search journey. The JSW program will help newcomers decide what direction is 
best for them; it specifically helps newcomers understand the labour market 
and prepares them in seeking employment or other employment services.

Resumes
Depending on the type of employment, well-written and professional resumes 
will be crucial for being considered for a job.  However, it might be the case that 
GAR newcomers have been out of the formal workforce for a substantial period, 
or have never held a job in the formal sector.
 
Welcome Group volunteers can help GAR newcomers tailor their previous 
experience to skills that would appeal to potential Canadian employers by 
asking questions about working in a team, management, supply chain manage-
ment, and the like. The goal here is to frame work and life experiences in 
language that appeals to Canadian employers. Whether we realize it or not, 
Welcome Groups have the cultural awareness to help craft a convincing 
narrative of overcoming adversity for Canadian work culture.  
 
Many settlement SPOs and newcomer-focused employment organizations offer 
resume workshops designed to help craft resumes that appeal to Canadian 
employers. Resume-building is also an excellent exercise for English language 
practice and vocabulary building. Settlement.org and Employment Ontario’s Job 
Bank (https://www.jobbank.gc.ca/jobseekers.do) offer useful resources on 
writing Canadian-style resumes, and on tailoring the included information to the 
position in question.

The Consortium of Agencies 
Serving Internationally-Trained 
Persons – CASIP (http://www.casip.
ca/index.php/job-seekers.html) 
member organizations, like Skills 
for Change and ACCES Employ-
ment, offer a range of services to 
skilled immigrant job seekers in 
the GTA. It provides personalized 
advice and services to help 
newcomers assess their skills and 
experience, find work and start on 
the path to skills training. Job 
seekers can learn about local 
labour market trends and develop 
effective job search strategies.
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Welcome Group members can show matches how to make professional-looking 
profiles for job-searching websites such as LinkedIn, Monster.ca, Magnet.today, 
and Indeed.ca, how to find and use local job-searching Facebook groups such as 
Toronto’s Bunz Employment + Entrepreneurial Zone, or how to use Craigslist to 
find local job postings.

Job Interviews and Online Job Hunting
Job hunting is time-consuming and potentially daunting because it can involve 
navigating unfamiliar terrain and engaging with strangers in English in a fraught 
power dynamic. Targeting potential employers, dropping off resumes, or 
cold-calling are all tasks for which Welcome Groups are well-suited. Welcome 
Groups should familiarise themselves with Employment Ontario’s Job Bank, as it 
is one of the most important resources for job seekers.

Welcome Groups can help their matches prepare for job interviews by simulat-
ing mock job interviews and navigating the many online tools. With regards to 
the mock interviews, Welcome Group members could ask their matches a 
number of common job interview questions.
 
Some jobs, specifically those in the trades sector, tend to be less reliant on 
online presences when hiring, while others – such as those in the technology 
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and financial sectors – will give them greater weight. Nonetheless, a well-crafted 
and professional online presence is always useful for GARs searching for 
employment.
 
Workplace Culture & Soft Skills
Settlement SPOs and newcomer-focused employment organizations place 
significant emphasis on the concepts of soft skills and workplace culture - both 
of which are crucial for keeping and advancing in jobs. For example, newcomers’ 
home countries may have different norms surrounding appropriate workplace 
behaviour, relations between genders, discussion topics, conflict management 
and communication strategies, proper attire, interactions with supervisors, and 
punctuality. Group members can talk to their matches about “unwritten rules” in 
Canadian work culture.
 
Settlement.org have extensive information and tips on workplace culture, 
etiquette, and tips on networks in their “Workplace Culture” page. The most 
impactful thing a Welcome Group can do is to help make GAR newcomers aware 
of cultural differences in a welcoming and non-judgmental way, and to provide 
answers to questions that might not seem obvious.
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Section 2 
Skill Building & Accreditation
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Skill and Career Bridging
Job bridging programs offer internationally-trained professionals support in 
resuming work in their original profession, particularly for regulated professions 
and skilled trades. While settlement SPOs will generally be responsible for 
connecting refugees with bridging programs, Welcome Group volunteers can 
help newcomers liaise with appropriate employment organization to look for 
more opportunities. 
 
Bridging programs are often run by regulatory organizations, public universities 
and colleges, and employer and community organizations, and help immigrants 
obtain skills assessments, job placements, language training relevant to the 
profession, and preparation for licensing and certification exams. Job bridging is 
an incredibly important resource for skilled immigrants; it allows them to continue 
to use their already-developed skills and will help ease labour market integration.

Enhanced Language Training (ELT) programs are sector-specific programs 
offered by settlement SPOs which provide language training, job search training 
and placement services. There is more information on ELT in Manual 2.
 
Retraining for the Trades
The trades are one of Canada’s best-paying sectors. Trained construction 
workers, repair technicians, and food industry workers, among many other 
trades, are always in demand. There are two classes of trades in Ontario: 
voluntary trades, for which no Ontario College of Trades certification is required, 
and the 23 compulsory trades, which require “registration as an apprentice, 
journeyperson candidate or certification as a journeyperson”. Welcome Group 
volunteers should take the time to read through the College of Trades website if 
a member of their matched family has relevant experience or interest. In 
addition, the province of Ontario’s website provides information on the different 
apprenticeship programs offered across the province. (https://www.ontario.ca/
page/prepare-apprenticeship#section-0)

GARs with experience in trades (including carpentry, roofing, baking, among 
many other sub-categories) should also contact Red Seal (www.red-seal.ca) for 
further information on the knowledge and experience they must obtain to 
become recertified.
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Employment organizations will generally be responsible for helping GAR 
newcomers enroll in trades training programs, but Welcome Groups can still 
benefit from knowing where to find additional information, or may wish to 
further explore their potential employment options. Welcome Groups can also 
help GARs access online training programs such as Smart Serve and the Food 
Handler Certification that can be completed relatively quickly and that are 
required for working in the food services industry.
 
Loans and Financial Assistance for Career Bridging
Welcome Groups can help GAR newcomers look for financial assistance for 
career bridging. Financial assistance is available for eligible students through the 
Ontario Bridging Participant Assistance Program (OBPAP), a one-time bursary 
with a value of up to $5,000 that helps internationally-trained professionals with 
the cost of obtaining Canadian training from bridge programs.

The Immigrant Access Plan (IAP) also offers financial assistance to eligible low- 
income immigrants and refugees. If the family your group is matched with has 
highly-educated members, or members who worked in a regulated sector prior 
to immigration, you should ask them whether they have looked into job bridging 
programs, and if not, help them seek additional information.
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Some GAR newcomers may be eligible for “Immigrant Loans” from the RAP 
program for labour market access. This includes costs to cover the purchase of 
tools or work clothing once employment is secured. Welcome Groups can liaise 
with settlement sector caseworkers to explore the possibility of an Immigrant Loan.

Loans for Entrepreneurs
A 2016 StatsCan study found that approximately 40% of Canada’s immigrant 
business owners entered through the family and refugee immigration classes. 
GARs who wish to start their own businesses may benefit from start-up funds 
and financial literacy training. Newcomers looking for start-up business grants 
should refer to two main resources. First, the Canada Business Network (CBN) 
provides an array of financial supports sponsored by the Canadian government; 
these aids include loan guarantees, cash advances, wage subsidies, and tax 
refunds and credits.
 
The CBN’s Futurpreneur Canada Newcomer Program is specifically important for 
young newcomers, as it offers start-up funding of up to $7,500 for entrepre-
neurial immigrants and refugees aged 18 to 39, who work with a CBN mentor to 
grow their new businesses. 

Financial Literacy
Financial literacy training is also incredibly important for all newcomers - not just 
those looking to start businesses. Canada’s financial system is complex even for 

Warnings about Payday Loans
Low income or precariously employed people in Canada often fall victim 
to payday loan offers, which are short term and high interest. Payday loan 
shops generally target people in precarious financial situations, and can 
include hidden fees, charge compound interest, and often result in debt 
traps wherein it becomes impossible to pay off the principle of the debt. 
The vast majority of GARs live month to month, and predatory lending 
practices have the potential to result in harmful levels of household debt.

approximately 40% of Canada’s immigrant  
business owners entered through the family  
and refugee immigration classes
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those raised here, and newcomers can often find their economic success 
hampered by being caught in cyclical debt traps with little savings and and poor 
credit ratings. Prosper Canada runs a variety of financial counselling programs 
for low-income Canadians that are relevant to GARs, and help them gain 
knowledge regarding tax benefits, building savings, finding affordable products, 
and general consumer awareness and protection. These programs usually take 
place in public spaces such as the Dorset Park Community Hub in Scarborough 
and the United Way in Mississauga. If your Welcome Group feels your match 
would benefit from greater financial training, you would do well to help them 
find a financial literacy program in or around their neighborhood. Prosper 
Canada also has a Financial Coaching Toolkit available online at http://www.
prospercanada.org/Financial-Coaching-Toolkit.aspx for those who wish to 
provide further information on financial literacy to their GARs directly. 
 
Accreditation
Lack of recognition of foreign credentials can be a significant barrier to employ-
ment for many newcomers. According to the Conference Board of Canada, 
approximately 844,000 Canadians are either unemployed or underemployed as 
a result of their foreign credentials not being officially recognized. This is a major 
structural issue facing newcomers and the Canadian labour market in general.
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The first step towards credential recertification is assessment, which should take 
place soon after arrival. The assessment process gives newcomers qualifications 
to show future employers, information about which positions they are qualified 
for, and knowledge about any type of retraining necessary to resume work in 
their field. Newcomers should also have any available documentation of their 
education and previous apprenticeships or employment translated into English 
so that it can be presented during the assessment process. Relevant documen-
tation may include, but is not limited to: degrees or diplomas, professional 
certificates and apprenticeships, academic transcripts, letters of employment, 
and performance reviews. Those who do not have any available documentation 
should contact World Education Services (WES) to determine an alternate 
arrangement.
 
In addition to having their credentials assessed and recertified, GAR newcomers 
who wish to seek employment in a regulated profession - which comprise 
approximately 20% of Canadian jobs - must obtain the relevant licence or 
certificate, which may be issued by either provincial or federal regulatory bodies. 
More information on finding and contacting various regulatory bodies can be 
found on the Government of Canada’s Job Bank.
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Section 3 
Volunteering & Civic Engagement

Current Affairs
Welcome Groups might consider fostering civic engagement and a sense 
of belonging and inclusion by developing English language learning 
activities around current events at the community, city, regional, and 
federal levels. This is also a good way to discuss opportunities for getting 
involved in local issues. For example, you might build a conversation 
around the challenges of transit, new local policies, or understanding 
how city politics function.   

Importance of Volunteering 
Volunteerism is an important dimension of civic engagement that can help 
newcomers expand their social networks, gain transferable skills and Canadian 
work experience, and give back to their communities. Roughly 45% of Canadians 
devote a significant amount of time to volunteering. The rate for newcomers is 
38%. This is not surprising given the time commitments and stresses involved in 
the first year of settlement. We know that poverty and general economic disad-
vantages are barriers to volunteering, which can further serve to isolate people.
 
As we have learned throughout these manuals, GAR newcomers would benefit 
most from social connections and opportunities, yet often have the least access. 
Surveys have found that newcomers report the most significant barriers to 
volunteering as lack of extra time, not being personally asked, and not under-
standing how to access meaningful volunteer opportunities. Welcome Groups 
can play a significant role in helping bridge these gaps.  
 
Newcomers are more likely to volunteer with religious organizations or groups, 
and less likely to volunteer with social service organizations, potentially limiting the 
applicability of that volunteering to wider settings. Welcome Groups can help GAR 
newcomers select volunteer opportunities with more widely applicable skills.  

The personal benefits of volunteering are many. One meta-analysis conducted 
at the University of Toronto found that volunteering has positive effects on both 
physical and mental health, and that those who volunteered 2-3 hours per week 
had reduced symptoms of depression and better overall health. Furthermore, 
volunteer positions are generally easier to obtain than paid positions, and as 
such, can help newcomers develop an initial base of Canadian experience that 



eventually leads to paid employment. Supervisors from steady volunteer 
positions can also prove to be valuable references, as they are able to witness 
the individual’s ability and work ethic.
 
Volunteer Canada (www.volunteer.ca) has an array of resources for individuals, 
organizations, and newcomers for pursuing volunteers opportunities. Welcome 
Group volunteers are strongly encouraged to look at the resources available at 
www.volunteer.ca/newcomers. 
 
Volunteerism & Employment
Newcomers to Canada are often caught in a catch-22 of requiring “Canadian 
experience” for employment, yet do not have the background to get their foot in 
the door. Volunteering is an excellent way to overcome these barriers, and is a 
requirement for Ontario high school students.  
 
Volunteering can benefit newcomers’ employability even when not directly tied 
to their sector by building transferable skills. For example, being able to work in 
groups, commit to projects, and self-direct are all important soft skills that 
transfer to an array of positions. Volunteering also offers newcomers the 
opportunity to develop their English skills in a non-classroom setting.
 
Volunteering is also an excellent way to develop social networks, which is important 
given that access to more diversified social networks are correlated with improved 
labour market outcomes.[3] Welcome Groups whose matches express interest in 
volunteering can help them seek out meaningful volunteer opportunities.
 
Understanding Civic Engagement
Integration is multifaceted and complex. It includes metrics like income, employ-
ment, and language skills, but also less tangible measures around “civic engage-
ment,” most often measured by voting rates. However, GARs are not eligible to 
vote until they become citizens, at least three years after arrival. We understand 
civic engagement as a much broader category than simply voting. It includes 
volunteering with non-profit or charitable organizations, joining a trade union, 
participating in neighbourhood or community events, joining cultural or hobby 
organizations, sports clubs, or becoming active in political parties or causes. Like 
volunteering, Welcome Groups can help GAR newcomers explore possibilities in 
their neighbourhood and beyond. The most important thing to keep in mind is 
that integration is a cumulative, years-long process, and early civic engagement 
is important for starting that journey.
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Like every other citizen and Permanent Resident, it is important that new 
immigrants and refugees to Canada know their rights. The first step is to help 
newcomers understand that as Permanent Residents on their way to citizenship 
they have the same rights as any other Canadian. Many GAR newcomers will 
have arrived from situations in which they did not enjoy the same rights as in 
Canada, particularly given their status as refugees vis-à-vis host populations.
 
Rights of children  
and parenting
Canada has ratified the United Nations 
Conventions Rights of the Child including 
two optional protocols. According to the 
Attorney General of Ontario, parents 
within Ontario are responsible for their 
child’s “upbringing, education and everyday 
lives.” A Welcome Group can assist in these 
topics by helping formulate a Parenting 
Plan with their counterpart newcomer 
family to ensure that quality standards are 
being met. 
 
As a volunteer, it can be challenging to navigate cultural differences around 
physical discipline for children. From a legal perspective, Section 43 of the 
Canadian Criminal Code allows what can be perceived as “reasonable force” to 
discipline a child. As previously stated in Manual 2, if a Welcome Group suspects 
some form of neglect or abuse, a good rule of thumb on these type of issues is 
to contact the relevant settlement sector staff and someone from Together 
Project’s matching team to help mitigate and resolve any potential issues.  
 
Following up with schools
Welcome Groups may also help navigating the ins-and-outs of the Ontario 
education system. Given cultural differences and potential education gaps 
during displacement, concepts like nightly homework and mandatory daily 
attendance may not be clear to newcomers. For example, volunteers can show 
their counterpart newcomer family how a homework log works, providing parents 
with some agency in their child’s education. The Welcome Group can also reach 
out to teachers with the expressed and informed consent of a parent.

Section 4 
rights & empowerment
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Many GAR newcomers 
will have arrived 
from situations 
in which they did 
not enjoy the same 
rights as in Canada
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Youth Leadership Opportunities
Just under half of all GAR newcomers are children and youth, making them a 
crucial demographic for overall integration. Refugee newcomer youth face some 
extraordinary challenges in comparison to others in their age group. For 
instance, for newcomer youths to successfully integrate into Canadian school 
systems and society they will have to overcome different schooling and grading 
structures, differing languages, as well as a myriad potential barriers. They have 
much higher than average drop-out rates and lower than average success in 
entering higher education.
 
Youth leadership opportunities provide extra support to develop the skill 
necessary for success. For instance, newcomer youths can partake in social 
outings, like those provided by the Newcomer Youth Leadership Development 
Program at the YMCA. Social outings not only provide a sense of relief for 
newcomer youth, where they can meet others who are going through similar 
situations as their own, but also provide an environment that is conducive to 
language learning and maturity. Lastly, multiple Youth Leadership programs 
provide courses that will specifically benefit refugee youths, such as Ottawa’s 
Community Immigration Services Youth Leadership Training and the Canadian 
Council for Refugees Newcomer Youth Civic Leaders program to name a few.
 
Accessing Universities and Colleges
While newcomer children will all be enrolled in school, many youth face signifi-
cant barriers to enrolling in universities and colleges. Barriers include language 
skills and recognized language testing, transferring degrees from previous 
education, funding, and social barriers to the North American university system.
 
Welcome Groups can assist by helping newcomer youth write letters of interest, 
ask for meetings with admissions personnel, explore degree recognition 
options, and inquire about subsidies and bursaries. Some cultural differences 
can be resolved with guidance from the Welcome Group. For example, in many 

Field Trips
While a school-year staple, the field trip might be a very alien activity for 
newcomers, and potentially create stress around mix-gendered events 
and allowing children to take part in activities that parents might not 
understand. Volunteers can explain the concepts of field trips to the 
refugee family and how they help foster learning in a more intimate  
and hands-on environment, as opposed to more structured and  
conventional ways of learning.



regions of origin, applications are primarily done in person and on paper – a 
stark contrast to primarily web-based applications and course selection.
 
Lack of documentation can also be a significant roadblock. Newcomers may be 
unable to obtain their credentials due to the very instability they are fleeing 
from. There is no mandated and overarching degree recognition system for 
Canadian universities or colleges, and each has their own internal evaluation 
mechanism. Settlement.org and World Education Services are good places to 
start when it comes to accessing universities or colleges for GAR newcomers.
 
Women’s Empowerment
According to the Status of Women Canada, newcomer women will on average 
have a harder time integrating due to cultural differences, different gendered 
notions of labour, role in the public sphere, education levels, and time to devote 
to language study – all of which make newcomer women more susceptible to 
social isolation.  
 
Women’s empowerment means more than labour market access. For instance, 
Newcomer Women’s Services Toronto and Employment Services for Immigrant 
Women in Ottawa provide resume-writing workshops where newcomer women 
can find ways to transfer their real-world experiences to applicable job opportu-
nities. To combat isolation, many support groups also promote social outings. 
Women’s-only groups can provide a safe space where they can connect with 
other newcomer women and are available in many settlement SPOs.

As stated before, newcomer women face specific challenges, such as lacking 
education, language barriers and cultural background restraints, all while being 
under severe financial pressure. Nonetheless, newcomer women are finding 
ways to circumvent these issues, for instance by starting businesses that are 
based in the home. 
 
If you or your Welcome Group realizes that the newcomer family is expressing 
an interest in starting a business, from their home or otherwise, there are 
Ontario-based organizations that can help concretize their plans. For example, 
one organization that is providing home-based training for newcomer women in 
Toronto is COSTI Immigrant Services and their “Yes I Can”, “Pathways to Suc-
cess”, and Small Business programs for women provide training and tools to 
help low-income newcomer women become self-employed and foster a sense 
of social and economic independence.

[1] http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/resources/evaluation/resettlement.asp#fig-2
[2]  http://prospercanada.org/prospercanada/media/PDF/Publications/Financial- 

Empowerment-Brochure.pdf
[3] http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/pdf/research-stats/social-capital-w3-eng.pdf
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Thank you for taking the time to read EMPOWER, the 
third manual in the Welcome Group Model series. The 

purpose of these manuals is to help standardize a model 
of volunteer engagement with Government-Assisted 
Refugee newcomers across Ontario. The manuals will 
be available for download at www.togetherproject.ca. 

For your reference, the complete Welcome Group 
Model series is listed below. 

WELCOME
Matching Government-Assisted Refugee Newcomers

with Volunteer Welcome Groups
Months 1-2

CONNECT
Matching Government-Assisted Refugee Newcomers

with Volunteer Welcome Groups
Months 3-6

EMPOWER
Matching Government-Assisted Refugee Newcomers

with Volunteer Welcome Groups
Months 7-9

BELONG
Matching Government-Assisted Refugee Newcomers

with Volunteer Welcome Groups
Months 10-12
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READY TO FORM A WELCOME GROUP? CONTACT

A PROJECT OF TIDES CANADA

www.togetherproject.ca/volunteer
hello@togetherproject.ca

  Together Project Toronto     Together_Hello

THIS INITIATIVE IS IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

www.costi.org
(416) 658-1600 | helpinghand@costi.org

   COSTIImmigrantServices     COSTI_org

SUPPORTING PARTNERS

www.lcclc.org
(519) 432-1133
cclc@lcclc.org

   LondonCCLC   
  LondonCCLC

www.cciottawa.ca
(613) 232-9634

   CCIOttawa

www.thunderbay.org
(807) 345-0551

    ThunderBay 
MulticulturalCentre
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